Welcome to Sinopolis
This is the fourth in our Sinopolis series of city guides.
They are designed to give you insights into China’s larger
cities, and are written with the business person in mind.
As we pointed out in our first Sinopolis (which looked at
Hangzhou), we know that knowledge of Beijing and
Shanghai is already quite strong, so our goal here is to
create a series of useful overviews of China’s other, less
well-known major cities.
This guide focuses on the central Chinese metropolis
of Wuhan, the provincial capital of Hubei and home to one
of the biggest university populations on the planet (just
shy of one million students are in seats of higher
education there).
Thanks to its strategic location on the Yangtze River and
in the centre of China, much of China’s key transport
infrastructure runs through it. This made it a key player,
for instance, in tea exports and its renewed role as an engine of trade is well underway as part of President Xi
Jinping’s Belt and Road Initiative.
Wuhan is a giant conurbation that was created from the
merger of three ancient cities early last century. In the
nineteenth century it was the cradle of China’s heavy
industry drive and today it makes 1.9 million cars a year or
6.5% of the country’s total.
It was the site of one of China’s earliest universities and
today has 84 institutions of higher education – all of which
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are driving its knowledge economy. The establishment of
the Optics Valley has encouraged tech firms like Huawei to
establish R&D centres there (Tencent also has an R&D
facility in Wuhan), while a host of new economy giants like
Xiaomi have put their second headquarters in the zone
(the company’s founder Lei Jun is one of the many
business titans who went to university in Wuhan).
The city is a Chinese leader in the production of optical
fibre and makes half of the nation’s output of laser
equipment. It is also a designated hub for China’s semiconductor revolution.
The city has also undergone a population and
development boom in recent years, with the space devoted
to prime shopping centres growing fivefold over the last
decade and annual retail sales surging from about Rmb71.2
billion at the start of this century to Rmb620 billion ($90
billion) last year.
Local tycoon Zhou Fuyu – the man behind the famed
Wuhan-based food brand Zhou Hei Ya (which operates
1,200 stores in 78 cities) – spoke to Sinopolis (see page 70)
and admitted: “I feel the city has changed massively. The
pace of Wuhan’s urban development has far exceeded our
expectations.”
We hope you find this edition of Sinopolis of interest,
and that perhaps it will inspire you to add Wuhan to your
travel itinerary.
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